Efficient Light Field Image Coding with Depth Estimation and View Synthesis
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Abstract—Efficient light field image coding method is proposed based on conversion to multi-view image, depth estimation, multi-view coding, and view synthesis. Firstly, compatibility of light field image and multi-view image is discussed, and then depth estimation method based on texture-edge-aware horizontal and vertical view matching and depth-smoothing is explained. Secondly, a view-synthesis method from up to four reference views is proposed, which adopts depth-base occlusion hole inpainting. Finally, by combining these methods together with a hierarchical bi-directional inter-view coding of multi-view image and depth maps, coding results are reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Light field images are expected to be a promising immersive media, which provides naked-eye 3D scene or immersive augmented reality. Light field image consists of large number of elemental images, which determines image resolution. Number of pixels in each elemental image determines viewing-zone angle of 3D image. Consequently, it requires huge number of pixels to realize a wide viewing-zone angle and high resolution 3D image. For real application, this huge amount of data is the first priority to be solved. Direct compression of light-field image is not efficient, since elemental image array has large high-frequency component. Multi-view image is another representation of light field image and it is reported to be efficiently compressed[1]. It is also reported that multi-view images can be further compressed by using depth maps[2]. According to these works, this paper proposes an improved method of light field image coding based on lossless conversion of light field image to multi-view image, depth estimation from up to four reference views, inter-view prediction coding, and view synthesis from up to four reference views. Section 2 discusses compatibility between light field image and multi-view image. Section 3 explains high-quality edge-aware horizontal and vertical depth estimation from up to four reference views. Acceleration of depth estimation is also discussed for real-time applications. Section 4 proposes a high-quality view synthesis method using up to four reference views and adopting depth-base occlusion hole inpainting technology. Section 5 reports results of the combination of these tools together with fast and efficient multi-view image and depth separate-coding, which adopts a hierarchical bi-directional inter-view prediction. Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. COMPATIBILITY OF LIGHT FIELD AND MULTI-VIEW

A. Light Field Image

Concept of light field was firstly discussed by Adelson in 1991 as Plenoptic Function[3] which is described in (1).

\[ P = P (\theta, \Phi, \lambda, t, x, y, z) \]

where \((\theta, \Phi)\) are horizontal and vertical angle, \(\lambda\) is wavelength (color), \(t\) is time, and \((x, y, z)\) are location of light in 3D space. This light field can be captured by light field camera, which has convex lens-let array in front of image sensor as shown in Fig. 1[4]. Here, light is sampled at the center of each lens-let \((x, y)\). Since image sensor is 2D plane, \(z\) is common and discarded. Light angles \((\theta, \Phi)\) are sampled by pixel \((u, v)\) in elemental image covered by each lens-let \((x, y)\). Now, light field image is expressed in (2).

\[ P = P (x, y, u, v) \]

Fig. 1. Ray-trace of light field camera[5]

Color \((i)\) is sampled by three primary colors \((r, g, b)\) and converted to YUV420. Time \((t)\) is sampled by frame. Since array of elemental images includes large high-frequency component at every edge of elemental images as shown in Fig. 2 left, its direct compression is not efficient. Although correlation between elemental images is high, direct multi-view coding of huge number of elemental images will be practically difficult. Currently available light field camera of low resolution will eases this inefficiency for a while.

Color \((i)\) is sampled by three primary colors \((r, g, b)\) and converted to YUV420. Time \((t)\) is sampled by frame. Since array of elemental images includes large high-frequency component at every edge of elemental images as shown in Fig. 2 left, its direct compression is not efficient. Although correlation between elemental images is high, direct multi-view coding of huge number of elemental images will be practically difficult. Currently available light field camera of low resolution will eases this inefficiency for a while.
B. Conversion of Light Field Image to Multi-View Image

Main lens is necessary to get enough disparity for far objects and to enable conversion of light filed image to true multi-view image. When main lens exists, since light field image consists of interleaved sub-aperture images which are identical to multi-view image as shown in Fig. 1, light field image can be lossless-converted to multi-view image by taking same-location pixels from all elemental images. Since multi-view images are highly correlated spatially and to each other, efficient compression is expected.

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)

Fig. 2. 1920×1080 pel light field image (left) and its compatible 8×8-view representation of sub-aperture (multi-view) images (right).

It should be noted that light field images can be captured by 2D multi-view camera array, which provides higher resolution and wider motion parallax than single light field camera. If no main lens exists, converted multi-view like images become parallel projection of 3D scene, which look weird since our eye is perspective projection. Moreover, existing tools for depth estimation or view synthesis do not work appropriately, since they are designed for perspective projection according to human visual system.

III. DEPTH ESTIMATION

A. Depth Estimation Reference Software

If depth maps (disparity between views) are available for multi-view images, we can reduce the number of views[5]. Discarded views can be synthesized from remaining views with their depth maps. Depth maps are estimated from multi-view image by searching disparity (shift of corresponding pixel location) which minimizes matching error between views. In order to get correct depth map, rectification (coordinate alignment) and color correction of multi-view images are essential. OpenCV[6] provides such function. Furthermore, to avoid occlusion hole problem, where no corresponding pixel exists, three views (left, center, right) are generally used for matching error calculation as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Depth maps obtained by just minimizing matching error include many depth errors as shown in Fig. 4 middle left, since matching error is not reliable where image texture is flat. In order to reduce depth errors, Graph-Cuts algorithm is widely used, which minimizes energy of matching error plus neighbor depth difference by testing all depth levels pixel by pixel in the image. MPEG is providing 1D depth estimation reference software (DERs)[7]. Since this algorithm iterates energy minimization until convergence, depth estimation time is long and unpredictable. Fig. 4 also shows 1D multi-view images (top) and estimated depth maps by DERS with Graph-Cuts smoothing (others).

![Image](https://example.com/image2.png)

Fig. 4. 1D multi-view images (from top left: Pantomime, Champagne Tower, Shark, Bee, Flowers, Butterfly), depth maps estimated by matching error only (middle left) and with Graph-Cuts smoothing (others).

B. Acceleration of Depth Estimation

Acceleration of depth estimation is essential for real-time application. There are some reports which accelerate depth estimation by replacing Graph-Cuts algorithm with non-iterative methods[8][9]. [9] check depth candidate from the lowest level to the highest level pixel by pixel once, and determines whether to keep old level or replace it. It generates texture edge amp with simple high-pass filter (HPF) first. Next, it starts zig-zag scan from middle line, where many reliable matching errors exist at texture edges. Zig-zag scan reduces foreground depth level over-propagation to background area. Where texture edge exists, it reduces depth continuity weight to avoid estimation error. Its depth estimation speed is about 100 times faster than Graph-Cuts smoothing (about 10 sec for 1920×1080 pixels by 3GHz CPU). Estimated depth map quality is comparable to Graph-Cuts smoothing. [10] determines reliable depth levels on texture edge from matching error only. Estimated depth errors are eliminated by 8-directional median filter and dominant filter. Non-edge area is inpainted with lower depth level of left or right texture edge. Its depth estimation time is about 10-200 times faster than Graph-Cuts smoothing with the same depth map quality.

C. 2D Depth Estimation with Reliability and Edge Weighting

Since multi-view images converted from light field image form 2D array as shown in Fig. 2 right, horizontal and vertical view matching will improve depth quality. We enhanced DERS to up to four reference views and added following reliability weight on matching error (1) and depth smoothing weight (2), as shown in Fig. 5 (eDERS)[11]. Results are in Fig. 5.
right. Estimated depth quality was about 2dB higher than 1D depth estimation (DERS).

![Fig. 6.](image)

Fig. 6. Reliability weight (left) and reliability map (right) for matching

### (1) Reliability weight

For the best error selection from up to four matching errors \(E\) (left, right, top, and bottom), reliability weight \(W\) is multiplied to raw matching error \(E\), which avoids pseudo-matching. Reliability weight \(W\) is determined by measuring horizontal and vertical texture edge slope \(S\) as follows.

\[
S = |P(p-1) - P(p+1)|
\]

\[
\text{if } (S < \text{min}) \quad W = th1 / \text{min}
\]

\[
\text{if } (\text{min} <= S < th1) \quad W = th1 / S
\]

\[
\text{if } (S >= th1) \quad W = 1
\]

\[
\text{if } (S = 0 & E = 0) \quad E = th1 / \text{min}
\]

Where, \(P(p-1)\) and \(P(p+1)\) are colors of left and right neighbor pixels, or top and bottom neighbor pixels. \(th1\) is given by depth estimation parameter. \(\text{min} = 0.3\). \(S\) is a weighted average in 3x3-pixel block. Fig.6 shows reliability weight curve (left) and reliability map (right). Dark area is reliable \((W = 1, S >= th1)\) and white area is unreliable \((W = th1 / \text{min}, S < \text{min})\).

![Fig. 7.](image)

Fig. 7. Edge detector (left) and detected edge map (right) for smoothing

### (2) Depth smoothing weight

In this experiment, depth maps are smoothed by Graph-Cuts algorithm. In order to stop over-propagation of foreground depth level to background area as seen in Fig.4, depth continuity weight is automatically reduced by multiplying texture edge weight \(\rho\). Texture edge is detected by the 2nd order differential of texture color as follows. Where \(S_i = \text{edge slope}\).

\[
S1 = P(p-1) - P(p+1), \quad S2 = P(p+1) - P(p-3)
\]

\[
S3 = P(p+3) - P(p+1)
\]

\[
\text{if } (S2 > th2 \& S2 >= S1, S3) \quad \text{or } (S2 < th2 \& S2 <= S1, S3)
\]

\[
\text{edge} = \text{true}
\]

Slope \(S_i\) are checked in four directions in 7x7-pixel block as shown in Fig. 7. \(\rho\) and \(th2\) are given by depth estimation parameters. Fig. 7 right shows detected edge map.

### IV. VIEW SYNTHESIS

#### A. View Synthesis Reference Software

MPEG is also providing a 1D view synthesis reference software (VSRS)\[^5\], which synthesizes in-between views from left and right reference views with their depth maps. Since major synthesis noise comes from occlusion hole where no pixel is available in reference view, two reference views (left, right) are used as shown in Fig. 8. In order to avoid background pixels replacing foreground pixels in virtual view, left and right depth maps are first projected to virtual view (virtual depth L, R), keeping foreground pixels remain. Small depth holes caused by disparity stepping are removed by median filter. Next, virtual depth L and R project left and right views to virtual view (virtual view L, R). Projected virtual view L and R are merged to one virtual view with inter-view distance weight.

![Fig. 8.](image)

Fig. 8. Views synthesis shema from two reference views

Even though, common holes still remain where no pixel is available from any reference view. Such holes must be inpainted with background pixels since occlusion hole always exists in background area\[^3\]. If no consideration is paid, inpainted holes look like “fat ghost” or “skinny ghost”. VSRS4.2 adopted following hole inpainting tool (Ivsrs) proposed in \(\cite{14}\). Since “skinny ghost” is coming from foreground object edges having background depth levels, dilation of occlusion hole solved this problem. Since “fat ghost” is caused by inpainting holes with foreground pixels, it was removed by inpainting holes with background pixels. Besides that, if color difference in reference view exists, edges of hole filled with different reference view become noticeable. These hole edges were smoothed by applying a simple low-pass filter on these hole edges.
B. 2D View Synthesis from up to four Reference Views

We propose following 2D view synthesis method to improve over-all image quality for light-field image coding. In proposed light-field image coding system, some views must be synthesized as shown dark in Fig. 11 top, since they are discarded at encoder side. Instead of using just two reference views, it will be better to use four reference views, top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right views as shown in Fig. 9 top. We newly enhanced VSRS4.2 to up to four reference views (eVSRS). Fig. 9 bottom shows PSNR of synthesized view by current VSRS4.2 (left) and by new eVSRS (right). eVSRS increased average PSNR of synthesized view by about 0.6dB and reduced PSNR fluctuation over views.

V. MULTI-VIEW CODING

A. 1D Multi-View Image Coding with Depth Map

If depth maps are available, some views don’t have to be encoded since they can be synthesized after decoding. We proposed such coding schema (IDEVS)[15] for 1D multi-view sequences. 10 seconds of 80 views were compressed by estimating depth maps, encoding only 27 (41 for Flowers) views plus depth maps by modified 3D-HEVC encoder (HTM13) provided by JCT-3V[10], and synthesizing 53 (39 for Flowers) discarded views from decoded data. Depth maps were separately encoded from texture since interactive coding between depth and texture requires long encoding time with high bit rate. Since maximum number of views for modified HTM13 is 63, 64 views were divided to two 32-view groups. “sv-mf” is a result after converting 8x8-view images to 1-view 64-frame sequence. “lf” is a result of HEVC intra coding of light field image. “lf-mf” is a result after dividing light field image to 8x8 sub-images and then arranging them to 1-view 64-frame sequence for HEVC codec. Multi-view image coding (mv, mv-3d, sv-mf) shows about 100 times higher coding efficiency than light field image coding (lf, lf-mf).

C. 2D Multi-View Image Coding with Depth Map

We newly encoded same 64-view Unicorn still image by 2D depth estimation at white views shown in Fig. 11 top. Each depth maps were estimated from available up to four neighbor views by the method described in section 3.C. Estimated nine depth maps and associated views were arranged into each compatible light field image of (1920×1080)×(8×8)-pixel[17].
An efficient light field image coding method was proposed. It converts light field image to lossless multi-view images, estimates depth maps from up to four reference views, encodes these key views and depth maps by hierarchical bi-directional inter-view prediction coding, and then synthesizes discarded views from decoded views and depth maps. Proposed method was compared to direct light field image coding and multi-view texture only coding. It yielded more than 100 times higher coding efficiency than direct light field image coding and yielded higher coding efficiency than multi-view coding without depth maps at low total bit amount. Since practical light field image consists of huge number of multi-view images of small disparity, it will be compressed largely by this method. Also, since this method enables parallel processing in depth estimation, depth and texture coding, and view synthesis, coding throughput time can be largely reduced. Using a camera-captured light field image and applying a fast depth estimation method to this system is our future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

An efficient light field image coding method was proposed. It converts light field image to lossless multi-view images, estimates depth maps from up to four reference views, encodes these key views and depth maps by hierarchical bi-directional inter-view prediction coding, and then synthesizes discarded views from decoded views and depth maps. Proposed method was compared to direct light field image coding and multi-view texture only coding. It yielded more than 100 times higher coding efficiency than direct light field image coding and
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